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							Welcome to my world!
   
							I've been having a blast over the last decade creating all sorts of things in the Tabletop Gaming Industry: Custom Icons, Card Designs, Custom Logos / Typefaces, Product Boxes, Rulebooks, and more.

							I am experienced with the entire game making process and can create the look of your game from start to finish. I can also jump into an existing project at any point if you need additonal help!

                            Contact me if you have any questions, comments, or need a quote.
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                            The Everrain

                            An epic cooperative adventure set on the dark seas of a world on the brink of extinction.
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	Packaging Modification
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                            Myth & Goal

                            A game of fantasy football for 1-2 players featuring classic fantasy races, such as elves, dwarves, and orcs.
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                            Contra: The Board Game

                            A cooperative game of run-and-gun action for 1–4 players based on the world-famous Contra video game series by Konami.
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                            Dire Alliance: Horror

                            A quick-playing game of tactical deckbuilding for 1–4 players.
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                            Lasting Tales

                            Lasting Tales is a cooperative tabletop miniatures game for 1–5 players. The Lasting Tales book is a massive 264 page ruleset that contains hero creation, adversary profiles, campaign rules, scenarios, as well as a full narrative campaign.
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                            Street Fighter V: Champion Edition Legends

                            Street Fighter V: Champion Edition Legends is a cooperative game of brawling action for 1–4 players, featuring a huge roster of characters and stages from Street Fighter V: Champion Edition in an all-new cooperative setting.
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                            Village Attacks: Grim Dynasty

                            Village Attacks: Grim Dynasty, the 1-5 player fully co-op Castle Defence war between monsters & mortals is back with an all new Chinese themed expansion!
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                            Twisted Fables

                            A fast and furious fairytale fighting game that is driven by deckbuilding and inspired by classic 2D video games.
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                            Get In Touch
 
                            Comments / Questions / Inquiries      Let's create something amazing!

                            		chris@chrisdoughmandesign.com
                            or fill out the form below.
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                    Copyright © 2022 Chris Doughman Design - All rights reserved.

                     Certain images, logos, pictures, and other works are the property of their respective owners.

                
 
                
			
            
				
            
            
            
            
        
        
        
        
                     
          

    